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Research Interests 
Professor Ulm's research interests are in the mechanics and structures of materials. His 
research group is looking at the nano- and micromechanics of porous materials, such as 
concrete, rocks and bones; in the durability mechanics of engineering materials and 
structures; in computational mechanics; and in the bio-chemo-poromechanics of high-
performance composite materials. 
 

Abstract 
By way of conclusion of his 1887 doctoral work that defined the basis of modern cement 
chemistry, Henry Louis Le Châtelier distinguished between the apparent volume change 
and the absolute volume change that accompany the hydration of cement. While the 
absolute volume change is what is classically coined, in cement chemistry, chemical 
shrinkage, Le Chatelier attributed the apparent volume change to the relative positions 
of the different solid phases in this chemically reactive material; a definition that is not 
shy of what is now understood, in soft matter physics, as effective interaction forces that 
have recently been recognized to drive microtexture evolutions [1]. In this talk, I 
propose a means to determine such colloidal interactions from an original macroscopic 
test, in which temperature, saturation and pore pressure is controlled. By means of a 
refined mean-field theory, that permits accounting for distance-dependent forces in a 
continuum approach, we determine the colloidal eigenstress that results from the 
jamming of particles during the hydration. By way of application to cementing in the oil- 
and gas field, we show that this eigenstress may have a detrimental effect on fracture 
resistance of cementitious materials and structures, and can entail the loss of sealing 
function of cement liners. 
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